
2.Self-study using Lexinote
❖ Reading activity with learner-select text

�

❖ Notebook and online dictionary look-up

❖ Metacognitive monitoring on e-portfolio

Use of Lexinote

1. In-class task using Lexinote
❖ CMC with Video

❖ Writing activity

❖ Practice target words as assignment   

1. In-class task 
2. Self-study

Post comment to thread

setting for timed or untimed, use of online dictionary or not

All the words used in tasks will be saved in e-portfolio

choices are selected from other target words

compare text with learner’s e-portfolio ⇨ metacognitive 
monitoring of learned and unlearned words by color

5-level word-familiarity 
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    Practice designated words as assignment in Lexinote on mobile device 

Lexinote WR    Mobile app to practice designated words

1. Dashboard  
Check assignment 2. Yes/No judgement 3. Choose L2  from L1 4. Fill-in-the-blank 5. Check result

Japanese college EFL learners in a general English course studied 9 sets of 21 words and took 12 tests in 12 weeks.
1. Tools and materials　“I used ̶ to prepare for the vocabulary tests.”  6-point Likert scale 
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2. Evaluation of usefulness　“I think ̶ is useful for my English study.” 6-point Likert scale or 0 (I didn’t use it) 
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Learning behavior and evaluation by learners

All the learning records are saved in 
e-portfolio for metacognitive control 
and monitoring

DoraCAT Lexinote WR

✤ look up word in online dictionary (reference strategy)
✤ take a note of word in notebook (note-taking strategy)
✤ save word by word-familiarity（metacognitive monitoring）

monitoring and controlling learning process by word-familiarity
- monitor learning process in wordlist
- monitor and edit word-familiarity
- download learning data
- check or uncheck rehearsal mode (word practice) 
- search words 

Lexinote     E-portfolio for in-class tasks and self-study 　

Check and choose words to study in 
the training mode

Words to study suggested from the 
same grade level diagnosed

Check the word and its example 
sentence in a word card

Check the words to learn

Yes / No recognition 

Choose L1 equivalent

Fill-in-the-blank Multiple Choice

Learning record by date

Learning record by grade level, 
check words to study again  

DoraCAT  Self-regulated vocabulary learning mobile app

Grade 

Correct  
Respons Progres

Rankin

Learned /  
Must 

Training Learning 

Word Setting

Diagnostic Test 

3. DoraCAT: 21 out of 66 students achieved the goal of studying 300 words in 12 weeks to earn extra points.

poster PDF and provisional draft for the proceedings available at http://bit.ly/2019eurocall or 

  1. Lexinote - Web e-portfolio application for in-class task and self-study  
  2. Lexinote WR  - Mobile app to practice words with Lexinote  
  3. DoraCAT   -  Self-regulated vocabulary learning mobile app

0. Dashboard

1. Computer-Adaptive 
Diagnostic Test 

2. Test Feedback

3. Word Suggest

4. Training Mode

5. Learning Record

Findings from a preliminary study
“Japanese college EFL learners used one of the mobile apps, Lexinote WR, more than all 
the other systems or materials to prepare for in-class vocabulary tests, however, they 
recognized the usefulness of each system and material in a similar way with the wordlist 
being the most popular. About 30% of them achieved the goal of studying 300 words in 12 
weeks independently on the other mobile app to earn extra points in the course.” 


